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Summary

Important applications, such as customer relationship management, supply chain integration, enterprise
resource planning, and e-commerce, must be up and running 24x7. Even in environments where
continuous availability is not absolutely mandatory, frequent outages or even occasional outages lasting
more than an hour or two cannot be tolerated. What are the most up-to-date and dependable techniques
and solutions for keeping system downtime to a minimum? What kinds of products are being offered,
whom are they designed for, and who is offering them?
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Technology Basics

All high-availability solutions aim to reduce interruptions in service. Interruptions in service can be caused
by scheduled events such as maintenance or repair, or they can be unplanned, caused by some
anomalous condition. For many traditional applications, availability during business hours is required but
downtime during nonbusiness hours is acceptable. For the new breed of 24x7 applications, even planned
downtime must be avoided. Fortunately, there is plenty of software available that allows processes such
as backup and database reorganizations to run in conjunction with critical applications. New techniques
for other, less frequent maintenance, such as software and operating system updates, installation of
additional capacity, or server repair with little or no downtime, are continually being added to the
repertoire.

Unplanned downtime is the result of failures or errors. Failures may be caused by the failure or
malfunction of a key component, hardware or software, by environmental stresses and failures, by
malicious actions, and by simple human error— mistakes. There are several mature technologies that
address hardware and software failures. These technologies depend upon redundancy and proactive
monitoring that can detect failures and reroute requests to backups. Recently, there has been an
accelerated focus to address the underlying causes of human error and/or mitigate its effect by
eliminating complexity, providing integrated tool suites with consistent user interfaces, and automating
more and more of the day-to-day tasks in server administration.

Whatever the reason, when a server is supposed to be running and it isn’t, it costs money whether
through lost productivity or lost business or negative publicity. However, the cost of downtime will vary
from business to business. The cost of the measures taken to ensure that systems keep running should
be proportional to the financial impact of a system failure on the business.

What Is High Availability?

Availability is the proportion of time that a system can be used for productive work. The level of availability
that is deemed acceptable will vary from organization to organization and within an organization from end
user to end user. Customer support staff may require 24-hour access with a response time measurable in
seconds. Financial staff may only need access during the business day and can tolerate sluggish
responses.

System vendors quote system availability as the percentage of time the system is up and running. Some
vendors will even offer “guarantees” of uptime ranging from 99.9 percent all the way up to 99.999 percent
or five minutes of downtime a year. When system vendors make these guarantees, all they are warranting
is the capability of the server to deliver an operating system prompt. Availability, as the application user
perceives it, is almost always considerably lower.

Although 99 percent availability may seem good, in a 24×7 operation it translates to over 87 hours of
downtime a year— more than 3 days. Furthermore, the availability number tells little about what happens
when there is a failure. In a system that is 99 percent available, there can be 1 failure during the year that
lasts over three days, or there can be 10 failures, each of which lasts for nine hours, or there can be 100
outages, each lasting about one hour. The effects on a business of each of the above scenarios can be
very different. A business may well be capable of dealing with 100 one-hour outages during the course of
a year, but an outage that shuts down a business for three consecutive days could be extremely costly—
if not fatal.

High Availability Versus Fault Tolerance
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Fault tolerance differs from high availability. Fault tolerance requires process/application replication. Thus,
two sets of all the resources that are needed for an application to run must be used. In the case of a
failure, the replicated version of the application continues to operate. As a result of this complete
hardware replication, fault-tolerant systems are significantly more expensive than highly available
systems. A fault-tolerant system would be used in an application where no downtime can be tolerated,
such as an air traffic control system.

Technology Analysis

Reducing Unplanned Downtime From Hardware Failures

Unplanned downtime caused by hardware failures may be avoided through the use of self-healing
techniques; masking techniques; and, of course, repair.

Self-Healing Techniques

The following kinds of hardware failures can be labeled “self-healing”:

• cause no disruption when a failure occurs,

• require no overt intervention to repair, and

• have no observable impact on the system.

When these failures occur, it is as if nothing happened. However, it is important to log these types of
errors, since they may be indicators of more serious problems to come.

Error correction code (ECC) data protection is a good example of a self-healing technique. Additional bits
are appended to the stored data that show whether the data is correct or not. If it is not correct, but only a
single bit has changed— the most usual case— then the error-correcting code can identify which bit has
changed and correct it. Most server systems are equipped with ECC memory. However, as cache sizes
have passed the megabyte range, users should also look for ECC-protected caches as well as ECC-
protected data paths.

Other examples of self-healing techniques include I/O operation retry. In many cases, an I/O operation
that has failed will often be successful on a retry. The issue is how many times to retry the operation
before declaring a failure. While more retries may ensure eventual success, I/O operations that require
many retries before being successful will significantly degrade server performance.

Masking Techniques

Failures that are masked cause no disruption when the failure occurs, since failover is instantaneous.
However, intervention will be required to repair the failure, and the failure must be repaired to ensure the
same degree of failure resilience in the future and/or system performance.

Many servers are configured with or can optionally be configured with redundant power supplies and fans.
If a power supply fails, there is additional power capacity for system operation. Similarly, a redundant fan
will continue to provide adequate cooling for system operation when one fan fails. For both of these
failures, the failed component needs to be repaired/replaced to ensure the same degree of failure
resilience in the future.

Redundant array of independent disks (RAID) is used to mask disk drive and disk controller failures. For
high-availability systems, the RAID levels of interest are RAID 1 and RAID 3/5. RAID 1 is simply mirroring.
If one drive in a mirrored set fails, the data can be retrieved from its mirror image. RAID 3/5 provides a
more cost-effective method for protecting data. With RAID 3/5, a record is striped (written) across several
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drives, with an additional drive keeping ECC-like information. If any one drive fails, the entire record can
still be retrieved. The ECC-like information is used to re-create the portion of the data that is on the failed
drive. RAID 3/5 is a very cost-effective way to ensure against loss of data due to drive failures. However,
on drive failure, the performance penalty is significant until the drive is replaced and the RAID set is
reestablished.

RAID can be implemented in either hardware or software. With RAID controllers (the hardware
implementation), the incremental processing to write to multiple drives is embedded in the controller
without requiring any additional CPU cycles. However, if the controller fails (this occurs much less
frequently than a drive failure), all drives on the controller are lost, including any data copies. The real
advantage of the software solution is that it is possible to choose to put the copy disk on a different
controller, thus also protecting against controller failure.

Repair

The self-healing types of errors— correctable data errors (ECC) and intermittent errors (corrected on
operation retry)— do not require further corrective action. All other failures, even those that do not cause
immediate outages, will require some repair action to return the system to its nominal state. For a highly
available system, the amount of time it takes to return the system to complete operational status becomes
critical.

Capturing and recording status information on the occurrence of an error or failure in an error log are
necessary steps in prompt and accurate diagnosis. If the error logs can be uploaded to a service center
for analysis, this can also reduce repair time, since service personnel can be dispatched to the site with
the correct replacement parts.

Good event logging and consistent monitoring of these files can also be used to prevent unplanned
outages. Many devices exhibit an increased number of correctable errors prior to complete failure.
Increasing single-bit memory errors may be an early indicator of a subsequent memory failure. Similarly,
an increase in the number of correctable disk errors (operation succeeded on subsequent retry) may also
indicate more serious problems to come.

Many hardware failures first manifest themselves as operating system crashes. Most operating systems
will automatically attempt to reboot following a crash. During reboot, faulty components are located and
eliminated from the configuration. If, after this de-configuration there are sufficient resources for operation,
the operating system will restart. For processor errors in a symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) system, this
becomes a real advantage. Although the system will have less capacity and performance (for a two-
processor SMP, this translates to 50 percent of its original performance; for a four-processor SMP, this
would only be a 25 percent reduction), the system may still be capable of executing the most critical
applications. Instead of having the system idle until repair personnel arrive with the appropriate spare
parts (usually measured in hours), the system can continue to operate albeit in a degraded mode.
Furthermore, if desired, the time when the system is taken down for repair can be chosen to minimize the
impact of a complete outage. This feature is supported by many vendors on their systems and goes by a
variety of names, including processor/memory failover.

Today, most of the major Unix-based and proprietary servers provide the ability to accomplish all
repairs— including repairs to processors, memory, and other logic boards— while the system remains
powered on and running.

Reducing Unplanned Downtime From Software Failures
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Software failures are caused by programming errors in the applications themselves as well as in the
underlying software— database, file system, and operating system. Software failures are also caused by
subtle incompatibilities between the different applications running on the system and between the
applications themselves and the underlying software infrastructure. For software failures, the key metric
for highly available applications is the concept of recovery time— that is, the time from when the system
can no longer perform its function until the application and users are back online doing productive work.

When an application performs an uncontrolled shutdown (crash), the application must return itself to a
consistent state before the application or its users can resume doing work. When the operating system
crashes, before any application can be restarted, the entire system and all the application’s dependent
software must be returned to a consistent state. This can be an extremely time-consuming process: the
operating system must be rebooted; files must be closed, examined for consistency, and then reopened;
databases must be made consistent; all database writes associated with a transaction must be completed
or the entire transaction rolled back; and communications links must be reopened.

Fortunately, there are many optional software products available that have been designed for the rapid
recovery of data in the case of an uncontrolled shutdown. Journaled file systems can rapidly repair
damaged files following a crash. Transaction-processing monitors employing two-phase commit (2PC)
protocols ensure that either all the database writes associated with a transaction occur or no database
writes associated with a transaction occur, thus ensuring that the database is left in a consistent state,
even if the system crashes. In addition, many vendors have worked to streamline the booting process to
make it even quicker.

Partitioning

Many of the major, high-end Unix servers as well as mainframes and some proprietary servers now
support partitioning. With partitioning, a single, large server can be split into multiple, independent
instances of the operating environment, each running its own workload. An error or failure that causes a
failure in one partition will not affect the applications running in other partitions. Partitioning is one of the
enabling technologies for online hardware additions and repair.

Reducing Planned Downtime

Planned downtime occurs when the system needs to be shut down or taken offline for maintenance,
repair, or upgrade. If the system must be shut down, a planned shutdown leaves the system in a
consistent state— file writes completed and files closed, an entire transaction complete or aborted. When
the system is brought up again, initialization is smooth and quick. However, for organizations needing
24×7 operation, any shutdown must be avoided. In a single-server environment, the following features
can dramatically reduce planned downtime.

Maintenance

Typically, maintenance refers to activities such as doing disk backups, database reorganizations, and disk
de-fragmentation. Many vendors now offer online disk backup as an integral part of their file systems. If
this capability is not included in the cost of the operating system, it will be available from the system
vendor or a third party as an option. Online database and storage maintenance products are also
available.

Repair

More and more manufacturers are offering “hot-pluggable” components. “Hot-plug” components can be
removed from and added to a system while the system remains fully powered and operational.
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Upgrade

The term upgrade is used to describe one of two processes:

1. Increasing the hardware configuration of the system (adding additional processors to an SMP system
or adding additional memory, disk storage, or network cards).

2. Installing a later version of an operating system or other software.

From an operational aspect, a hardware upgrade is much the same as a hardware repair. Is the
component hot pluggable? Can the operating system accommodate the new hardware without a reboot?

Normally, installing a new version of an operating system requires putting the system into a quiescent
state: although the system is powered on, no other users or applications can run. Recently, several
vendors have exploited system-partitioning concepts to allow a new version of an operating system to be
built while the previous version is operational. In server operating systems that support this feature, the
time involved to upgrade the operating system simply becomes the time to reboot the server.

Clustering

Clustering for high availability provides two benefits: it ensures that an operating system crash does not
cause a lengthy system outage, and it provides an environment for total online maintenance and
upgrading of the individual computer systems that comprise the cluster.

Simply stated, a cluster consists of two or more independent systems connected (networked or joined by
a specialized interconnect) to each other that appear to users and applications as a single system.
Although clustering was originally used to provide a highly available environment, clustered systems have
also been used to increase overall system performance and capacity. More recently, clustered systems
have been used for load balancing incoming requests across multiple servers that are all capable of
handling the user requests and as a way to simplify the administration of multiple servers. In the later
case, management commands are replicated to all the nodes in the cluster through the cluster
interconnect.

To configure a cluster for high availability, all resources necessary for application and user interaction
must be accessible from at least two systems that are in the cluster. If a node (the name for an
independent system that is part of a cluster) fails, the users and applications that were running on the
failed node can be transferred to an operational node, and all resources necessary for their continued use
are still accessible. If a node needs to be upgraded with new hardware or a new version of the operating
system, it can be removed from the cluster on administrative command. A cluster can be configured so
that one node is idle until it is required to take over the work of a failed node. Alternatively, all nodes in the
cluster can be doing productive work. In the latter case, if a node is removed from the cluster due to
failure or maintenance, there may be some noticeable performance degradation as the remaining nodes
take on the work of that system.

When a node in the cluster is removed, there is simply less capacity to process the total workload. As the
workload on the server that is being taken offline is shifted to the remaining servers, there is a possibility
that one or more of the remaining servers will become overloaded. In many scenarios, particularly those
following server consolidation or as the result of outsourcing, it has become necessary to provide uptime
and performance guarantees. The ability to dynamically change resource allocations among the
processes running on a server after a failover has occurred is a powerful tool for ensuring that the most
critical applications and users have access to scarcer computing resources.
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Business Use

Most hardware vendors include features such as ECC memory and hot-plug power, cooling, and disk
drives as standard equipment on their servers. In many cases, redundant power and fans— if not
standard equipment— are available for a nominal charge. Many vendors are even including RAID
controllers as standard equipment on some server models. Although redundant network cards are not
costly and most major operating systems support network failover, in truth, network adapters rarely fail.
However, if there are redundant network adapters most operating systems will use them to increase
performance (bandwidth).

Protecting data, using mirroring or even RAID 5, can quickly become expensive simply due to the amount
of storage on most servers and its rapid growth. Fortunately, it is easy to choose different data protection
strategies for the different data typically found on a server. User data may be unprotected and rely on
restoration from a regularly scheduled backup, whereas the system disk may be fully mirrored.

Clustering solutions vary greatly in terms of cost and features. Clustering solutions require a data center
to be running two servers with the same operating system. A high-availability clustering solution involves
substantial hardware outlays above and beyond the two servers to be clustered such as redundant disk
controllers and the networking infrastructure for the private network that connects the members of a
cluster. Software costs can be small (included as part of the operating system) to very expensive
depending upon the features needed in the clustering solution. Many basic cluster offerings require add-
on software to gain access to the full set of cluster features and prices are calculated on a per-node basis.

While high-availability clustering has been effective in reducing long outages, clusters have long been
noted for their complexity from initial setup through to day-to-day administration. Recently, several
vendors have taken steps to mitigate these problems with single part order numbers; managing the
cluster as a single system; integrated high-availability and scalable server capabilities; and others.

Factors to consider when choosing a clustering solution include these:

• The degree to which the failover process (the transfer of applications and users from a failed node to
a running node) is automated.

• The amount of programming or script writing that is required to automate failover.

• The amount of time that it takes for user and application failover to occur.

• How integrated the clustering software is with database, application, and existing system
administration tools.

Selection Guidelines

Clustering solutions vary between vendors and also vary by operating system. In many cases, there is
more than one clustering solution available on each unique hardware server/operating system platform.
All the major Unix vendors offer a clustering solution that is unique to their Unix variant. Additionally, third-
party vendors, particularly the data management vendors, also offer a generic clustering product that
works across the major Unix variants as well as Windows. If the operating system has already been
chosen (based upon the applications running on the system), some key questions to ask when selecting a
clustering solution are as follows:

• How many nodes can a cluster contain?

• Do the clustered systems have to be identical?
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• What will I need to do to my applications to make them “cluster aware?”

• How long will it take to restart an application on another cluster node?

• Will the failover process be transparent to my users?

• Can additions be made to the cluster while the cluster is still operational?

• Can the cluster run different versions of the operating system (or other software) on different nodes of
the cluster?

• Can system resources be dynamically reallocated following the failover?

• How easy or complex will it be to manage the cluster?

How Many Nodes Can a Cluster Contain?

A cluster can be configured so that many nodes can fail over to a single standby node. The larger the
cluster, the more cost effective this strategy is. In a cluster with no standby node, a large number of nodes
can minimize the performance impact of losing a single node.

Do the Clustered Systems Have to Be Identical?

Many vendors do not require clusters to be composed of identical systems. This is clearly an advantage
since systems can be purchased and added to the cluster as changing needs dictate. It may also be
possible to combine two or more existing systems into a cluster without purchasing any additional
systems.

What Will I Need to Do to My Applications to Make Them “Cluster Aware”?

Depending upon the cluster implementation, applications may have to be modified to allow failover. In
many cluster implementations, failover is controlled through scripting. Many vendors can supply failover
scripts for commonly used software.

How Long Will It Take to Restart an Application on Another Cluster Node?

The length of time it takes until users and applications are running will depend upon several factors: the
number of users and applications that must be restarted, whether communications links need to be
reestablished, and whether ownership of disk drives needs to be transferred, to name a few. Vendors
typically quote failover times of between 30 seconds and 5 minutes with 30 minutes as an outside limit.

Will the Failover Process Be Transparent to My Users?

Some clustering solutions support IP address failover. In this case, client systems will automatically be
switched to the new server. However, it is possible that a previous request may have timed out and the
user will have to reenter the request. In some cluster implementations, a user may have to physically log
on to a new server.

Can Additions Be Made to the Cluster While the Cluster Is Still Operational?

The most common case of wanting to add to a cluster while it is operational is to return a failed node to
service once it has been repaired. When a node fails, it is removed from the cluster. When the node
becomes operational (reboot, repair), can it rejoin the cluster or must the cluster be taken down to permit
this to occur? A less common occurrence is adding a new node to the cluster.

Can the Cluster Run Different Versions of the Operating System (or Other Software) on Different Nodes of
the Cluster?
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To totally eliminate planned downtime, it must be possible to migrate all the nodes in the cluster to a new
version of the operating system and the cluster software. Once the new version of the operating system is
installed on a node, can the node rejoin the cluster? If the cluster is capable of running different versions
of the operating system (and other software) on different nodes, then the answer is yes. Thus, an entire
cluster can be upgraded to a new version of the software, one node at a time. Several clustering vendors
support this feature, which is called “rolling upgrades.”

Can System Resources Be Dynamically Reallocated Following Failover?

Automated, policy-driven resource management is one of the latest features in high-end operating
systems. Close integration of clustering software with resource management software provides the
opportunity to allocate resources such as processor, memory, or even I/O requests to critical applications
following a failover and is a powerful tool for meeting service-level agreements (SLAs).

How Easy or Complex Is It to Manage the Cluster?

With a choice of clustering options available on virtually every platform, users should look carefully at
cluster management as it affects overall operational costs, and its potential to negatively impact overall
availability due to operator error.

Insight

Designing a cost-effective, high-availability environment for your applications requires understanding the
causes of outages in your environment and how downtime impacts your business. For many businesses,
RAID and some built-in redundancy will provide adequate protection. If the failure of a system will
severely impact business, a clustering solution may be necessary. Finally, be aware that good operational
procedures can make an enormous difference between the theoretical availability and the actual
availability of a solution.


